dreamer
a pillow that records your dreams
dreams are a reflection of our reality

get a dreamer now to...

- learn about what your dreams are telling you
- reflect on your dream interpretations
- curate solutions to your real-life problems
**how does dreamer work?**

Mirco-brain scanners are attached throughout the dreamer pillow to scan your brainwaves and monitor brain activity to detect what images you are seeing in your sleep.

Just hit the "on" button before you head to bed.

Dream data will be uploaded to the dreamer app via Bluetooth for 24 hours to view.

*All data are made private for your views only.*
*Data cannot be saved or screen-recorded to protect your privacy.*
the dreamer app
user manual

Your dreams can be shared with you through various types of data

Just customize the settings to your liking

1. dream vividness
   - show me everything
   - leave some parts out
   - very vague

2. data
   - videos
   - paragraph summaries
   - finish my sentence

3. dream analysis
   search for your dream analysis and get results from various different cultures and beliefs
connect with a therapist

unpack the trauma and experiences behind your dreams

arrive at healthy coping methods to deal with your life challenges

the mission of dreamer is to help you become the better you